Exclusive Funded Accounts
Amey Finance Academy are pleased to offer an outstanding service exclusive to its members only. If you have an up-todate subscription with IM Mastery Academy, you have the option to access a fully funded trading account. All the
packages are detailed on page 2 of this document.
To get started you must select a plan and pay the one-time subscription fee. This gives you access to an official Funded
Account Evaluation. This is a demo account. If you successfully complete the challenge you will be awarded a Live Funded
Account.
First you must pick a plan that suits you and your trading style. Make your payment (details on page 3) and submit some
basic information. Once you receive your login details, you start trading on your demo account.
There are two stages to the evaluation: Stage One requires a minimum of 10 days trading, but can last up to 30 days.
Stage Two requires a minimum of 20 days trading but can last up to 60 days. So, if all requirements are met, you could
complete the evaluation in 30 days and receive a Live Funded Account. However, you will have up to 90 days to succeed. If
you fail the evaluation you can repurchase and try again. Please note that we do not provide discounts for any repetitions.
If you pass the test, the Risk Team will review your account and notify you of your success. You must provide your KYC
documents and a signed agreement and then your application to go live will be submitted and, if all checks out, funded!
Once approved you will receive your MT4 login details and your funded account will be ready for trading. Your capital
balance will be the same as for your evaluation process.
You will be evaluated on a demo standard account at an Australian VFSC regulated broker Trademax. When you pass you
will get an Industry-standard MT4 provided by Australian VFSC broker Eternity Global Ltd. You can only trade using 28
currency pairs and gold. Indices and Crypto coming soon.
There is no daily loss limit for any of the funding plans, but the drawdown limit is 10% for each option. The leverage is
1:100, allowing for Traders with developed and consistent strategies to apply them to large amounts of capital.
Trading positions can be carried overnight and over the weekend. There are few restrictions placed on your trading style
and strategies. For example, Hedging, EA's, trade copiers, stacking, martingale and over leveraging trading strategies are
not allowed. In a case where a trader is found using any prohibited strategy a warning email will be sent out, if ignored,
account leverage will be reduced to 1:10 until completion of the evaluation. In extreme cases, the account will be closed
and the subscription fee refunded. Any profits made from prohibited strategies will be withdrawn and will not count
towards the evaluation.
The profit will be split 75% to the trader and 25% to the company. There is 5% profit target to reach in order to request a
withdrawal of your profit. There is no limit to the number of withdrawal requests you can make. Withdrawals requested
by the 20th will be paid out on the 25th of the month.
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Payment Instructions
Step 1)

Pay the appropriate fee to the below bank account:
Amey Finance Academy Ltd
23-69-72
20485771

Step 2)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Send an email to admin@ameyfinance.com

Full name
Email Address
IM Username
Amount transferred
Type of funded account requested
Date and approximate time of the transfer
Proof of payment (screenshot will suffice)
Write: I have fully read and understood the rules/guidelines on page 4 & 5. I understand the
max drawdown is 10% and I can only trade forex pairs and Gold. I also understand the max
lots I can have open across all open trades. I completely accept my account can be
terminated immediately, by the broker, if I break any of the rules and will not be refunded.
Lastly, I understand that the ‘Trading Period’ is measured in calendar days and the
‘Minimum Trading Days’ is measured in actual trading days (not including weekends etc).

Ensure the subject of the email is ‘Funded Account Request’

We endeavour to process your application immediately, but at peak times it may take up to 48 hours to
receive your login details. We thank you in advance for your patience.

RULES AND GUIDELINES BELOW
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RULES AND GUIDELINES
Trading hours
Trades can be placed at any time of the day. Overnight and over the weekend positions are allowed.
Trading Period
Stage one lasts for thirty days, stage two sixty days.
Trading Products
All forex pairs and Gold
Prohibited Strategies
Stacking, martingale, going over the max given lot size, hedging, grid trading.
Max Allowed Lot Sizes are:
Position Cap (across all open trades)
5k - 0.50 lots
10k - 1.00 lots
25k - 5.00 lots
50k - 10.00 lots
100k - 20.00 lots
What will happen to my account if I break the rules.
In a case where a trader is found using any prohibited strategy the account will be closed immediately.
Promotion Conditions
Within the evaluation stage, the risk team would require consistent trading each day with proper risk management in
order to evaluate you properly before promotion onto the second stage/ live funds. In some cases your evaluation may be
extended by the risk team in order to get promotion to the second stage or live funds. If you do pass the evaluation, but
your trading strategy doesn't align with our risk appetite, you will be refunded with an extra 10% compensation for your
time and labour input.
Profit target and Drawdown Limit
Profit target of ten percent to complete the evaluation for stage one and five percent for stage two. Maximum drawdown
of ten percent
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Account Leverage
Account leverage of 1:100.
Hedging, Expert Advisors, Trade Copiers
EA's and Trade Copiers are allowed. Ea's are required to follow the lot size cap rule and must not be grid or martingale.
Ea's are allowed to use virtual/hidden stop losses

Live Account Terms and Risk Disclosure
Important Read
•

By subscribing to the one time fee, the Client acknowledges that he/she has read and agreed to be bound by
these Terms and Conditions as well as to the Company Trading Terms and Conditions.

•

If the Company suspects that a Client has abused or attempted to abuse, or otherwise acted with a lack of good
faith towards us, then the Company reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to deny, the client promotion and if
necessary to cancel any terms and conditions with respect to that Client, either temporarily or permanently, or
terminate that Client's access to the service and/or block that Client's Account.

•

Participation is not allowed for persons under the age of 18 or otherwise under the legal age in their country of
residence ("minors").

•

If the Client does not understand the risks involved he/she should seek advice and consultation from an
independent financial advisor. If the Client still does not understand the risks involved in trading in any Financial
Instruments, he/she should not trade at all.

•

Clients, who undertake transactions on an electronic trading system, will be exposed to risks associated with the
system including the failure of hardware and software (Internet/Servers). The result of any system failure may be
that an order is either not executed according to the instructions provided for it, or is not executed at all.

•

On the live funded account the total equity drawdown is minus ten percent, but at a loss of minus two & five
percent on the USD50,000 & five percent on the USD25,000 - USD5,000 the company has the right to review the
account and decide whether to allow normal trading to continue or pull out the funding.

•

The Company will not provide the Client with investment advice relating to investments or possible transactions
in investments or make investment recommendations of any kind.

•

These Terms and Conditions are made in English language. Any other language translation is provided as a
convenience only. In the case of any inconsistency or discrepancy between original English texts and their
translation into any other language, as the case may be, original versions of English shall prevail.
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